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But that was long ago: theory in Australian historical archaeology
2002
TIM MURRAY

This paper reviews aspects of the role that theo7.y plays in practice ofAustralian historical archaeology, and
compares this with the situation as described 16 years ago. While some notable progrYesshas been made in
some areas shortco~ningsp~,eviously noted have continued, notwithstanding the predominance of the
heritage over acadenzic context ofpractice. The paper ardguesthat the most effective way to deal with these
shortcomings is to szpport a nzodel ofpractice that develops serious collaborations between archaeologists
working in either context. An inzportantpart of this model is a much nzore serious and intensive,focus on the
value of research, both through the conduct of assemblage-based analyses and through the critical
evalz~ationof research designs (and the theories that implicitly and explicitly drive thenz) at the completion
of speczjc pr,ojects.

It is now 16 years since Jim Allen and I discussed the role o f
theory i n Australian historical archaeology (Murray & Allen
1986). Much has happened since then. T h e teaching o f historical archaeology i n academic departments has waxed and
waned, the number o f PhD dissertations i n the field has
increased t o over 20 with at least another 8 in the pipeline, and
there has been a steady increase i n the scale and significance
o f heritage archaeology. W e ltnow a great deal more than w e
did about the archaeology o f early Australian cities, o f the
'contact' period, and o f course about the archaeology o f primary and secondary industries. W e have also been exposed t o
n e w sources o f theory, n e w areas for iilvestigation (such as
material culture, gender, ethnicity, class, and colonialism), and
n e w frailleworlcs o f interaction with traditionally cognate disciplines. Altogether there has been a great deal more historical
archaeology done.
A few years ago the occasion o f Allen's festschrift (Anderson & Murray 2000) gave m e a chance t o reflect o n what I felt
was then the current state o f historical archaeology in Australia, i f only to continue publicly a discussion that Jim and I
have long been having about the relative strengths and shortcomings o f prehistoric and historical archaeology. In this
reflection I was aided b y Egloff's ( 1 994) account o f the history o f the field, overviews made b y long-standing members
o f the profession (Connah 1998a; S . Jack 1993; R. I . Jack
1993; Mulvaney 1996) and the publications o f m y colleagues
Susan Lawrence (1998, 2000) and Jane Lydon (1999), and
others (see e.g. Karskens 1997, 1999). I was also responding
to the lessons I had learned as a result o f a fruitful collaboration with Alan Mayne i n the field o f urban archaeology (see
Murray & Mayne 200 1, in press), and the research I had done
to underwrite an application to the Australian Research Council t o support the Exploring the Archaeology o f the Modern
City ( E A M C ) project (Murray 2001). A t that time I gave a
pretty upbeat assessment o f the strength and potential o f the
field:
In the decade or so which has passed since Murray and
Allen (1986) called for a inore theoretically-engaged
and creative Australian historical archaeolo~vthe field
has shrugged-off its obsession with theines and checklists and developed an agenda which goes beyond the
specific needs o f archaeological heritage management.
(Murray 2000: 146)
I have been thinking about these matters ever since, i n an
effort t o further develop that agenda. Apart from the n e w
experiences and opportunities offered b y the building o f a for-

".

inal collaboration between La Trobe Archaeology and the heritage consultancy Godden Macltay Logan, m y recent thinking
has been strongly influenced b y participating in four projects.
First, the analysis o f 'Little Lon' (see e.g. Mayne, Murray &
Lawrence 2000; Murray & Mayne 2001, i n press); second, the
work undeitalten b y Penny Crook, Laila Ellinoos and myself
i n the analysis o f the Hyde Parli Barraclss, the Mint, First Government House, Paddy's Market, Susannah Place, Cumberland Gloucester Street and Lilyvale sites as part o f E A M C
project; third, the Parramatta Historical Archaeological Landscape Management Study ( P H A L M S ; Godden Macltay Logan
2000), and finally the first phase o f the Casselden Place project i n Melbourne, for which Alan Mayne and I wrote the
research design (Murray & Mayne 2002).
I have come to the conclusion that, notwithstanding the
great progress made over the past 16 years, historical archaeology i n Australia has reached another crossroads. In this
paper I will explain w h y I feel this to b e the case and what I
believe w e will need to do t o progress our field to the point
where it can usefully contribute t o Australian (and global) history. I will do this b y first very briefly recapping soine o f the
essential arguments o f our original discussion. I will then provide a short overview o f contemporary discussions about theory and disciplinary identity i n Australian historical
archaeology. This exposition will be followed b y a slightly
longer consideration o f the role o f research designs i n contemporary heritage archaeology. Throughout both discussions,
'theory' is seen to encompass both explicit statements o f the
kind, and theoretical influences implicit i n excavation reports
or the final products o f other research projects. T h e paper will
conclude with a sketch o f a new, and what I believe will b e a
more effective, model o f research practice that might shape
activity i n Australian historical archaeology over the next
decade.

BUT THAT WAS LONG AGO
Allen and I devoted the bulk o f our 1986 survey to a discussion
o f the things practitioners had t o do i n order t o unlock the
potential o f the field to provide a unique and important perspective on the history o f Australian society. O f course w e
accepted that practitioners had been able to provide supplementary illustrative material t o a range o f historical disciplines,
but w e argued that this hardly exhausted the interpretative and
explanatory possibilities o f the field. Much o f our paper sought
t o relate the lack o f theoretical development. and the concomitant interpretative and explanatory limitations o f the field, to

the domination of the field by the needs of heritage manage-

...the value of archaeology as a discipline, and the
!due of the material remains of past human action
froin the point of view of the cultural preservationist,
have been inextricably linked for over a century, not
just the last twenty years in Australia. (1986: 85-86)
Zlthough our paper has often been cited, detailed analysis
of our arguments had to wait for Ireland (2001) who summni lied things as follows:
What concerned Murray and Allen was that because
thc conservation ethic of the heritage movement had
bccome the central theoretical underpinning of histori~'11archaeology, this had lead to the developinent of
rllethodologies designed to enable preservation, but
not to explazn why it was necessary The latter would
be an explicit statement of the research potential of
h~storicalarchaeological evidence which of course
5hnuld lead to the realisation of this potential in the
form of new laowledge (Ireland 200 1 194-1 95)
Ilthough Allen and I did devote some attention to the linlt
between preservationism and the shape of Australian historical iirchaeology, our primary goal was to argue for the benefits
of ,r l~nl<
between the development of a distinctive archaeologi~'i1~esearchagenda, and the building of theories that would
cle,trly establish the significance of the knowledge that could
be ueatcd We put this clearly.
We must recognise and demonstrate this distinctivencs\ in its own terms. Our basic data are material
results of human action and natural site formation
processes-which we deal with by using archaeologic,ll methods to cluster data into archaeological entities
and which we then interpret in a fraineworlt archaeolog~calin its perceptions as well as its procedures
(C'larlte 1968: 13). (Murray &Allen 1986: 86)
We explicitly contrasted this approach to the uncritical use
of themes and checltl~stsin heritage archaeology. Naturally we
uncicritood their great value as a quasi-expl~citmeans of
~I5signingvalue and significance to sites and specific contexts,
but we also understood that without a strong commitinent to
arch,~eolog~cal
research and the building of archaeological
thcory, the archaeolog~calvalue of such instruments was
largely ch~merical:
The lack of formal theoretical developinent of the field
has meant that the interpretation and explanation of
,\ltes 'ind contexts has tended to stop with the assignrrlent of a theme or coilgeries of theines. Meaning has
cont~nuedto reside in categories that are as yet theorete ally unarticulated by archaeologists. As a consecluence. few anomalies have been detected between the
categories and our experience of classifying the
:trchaeolonical
remains in their terms. The categories
"
"
of Australiail historical archaeology have remained
tbssentially inviolate-predefined, uninvestigated, and
privileged sources of archaeological interpretation.
(blurray &Allen 1986: 87)
Hut we also identified a deeper problem, which was the
equ~rtionof theines and checltlists with theory:
I t 15 our view that the organizing power of the theme
'ind checltlist has been uncritically accepted by historic ~ archaeologists
l
as the theoretical base for the
ficlci-not simply as a substitute for theory building,
but as theory itself. (Murray &Allen 1986: 88)
In 1986 we were convinced that this (seemingly unwitting)
Process of substitution privileged the perspectives of historiand human geographers, as the themes and checltlists currently being used expressed primarily their interests.

Accordingly, we argued that notwithstanding the value of theories and approaches drawn from disciplines cognate to
archaeology, they could not and must not comprise the totality
of archaeology's theoretical armory.
Much of our discussion was based on our view that for historical archaeology to grow and prosper it needed to develop
'both a body of skills and congeries of problems that enhance
the importance of studying the material culture of historic
periods' (Murray & Allen 1986: 92). We argued that this
development would require us to demonstrate the significance
of research in the field for the:

...development of historical archaeology and the
preservation of its data base depends on the expansion
of the interests and activities of its practitioners, the
building and development of theory, and through these
the demonstration of archaeological problems and
methodologies. (Murray &Allen 1986: 92)

I now turn to a brief overview of theory and discussions of
disciplinary identity in Australian historical archaeology since
1986.

NOT DEAD, JUST SLEEPING?
Several of the shortcoinings identified by Allen and myself
have been more or less dealt with since 1986. For exainple, the
evolution of Australasian Histovical Archaeology, in no small
measure due to the efforts of oractitioners such as Graham
Connah, has provided a much-need venue for refereed publication in the field. The Australasian Societv for Historical
Archaeology has also played a useful role in promoting contact between far-flung communities of practitioners, and in
building international connections (particularly in the USA
and the UK).
Although growth in the academic side of historical archaeology has hardly been stellar, when looked at in the context of
the generally straitened circumstances of archaeology in Australian universities over the same period, the fact that there has
been some expansion rather than the general story of decline
makes for positive news. Perhaps a more important developinent has been the very steady rise in student enrolment at both
undergraduate and postgraduate levels, and the sharp increase
in the nuinber of doctoral dissertations written on a diversity
of topics ranging from 'contact' archaeology through to landscape studies. When this vital research is added to inajor Australian Research Council funded projects carried out on the
mainland and in Tasmania (see for exainple the Lalte Innes
House [Connah 1998b, 20011, AWSANZ [Lawrence and Staniforth 19981, Van Diemen's Land Company [Murray 1988,
1993, 20001, 'Little Lon' [Mayne, Murray & Lawrence 2000;
Murray & Mayne 2001, in press] and EAMC [Murray 2001]),
as well as other ongoing research in urban and rural Australia,
we can detect a significant increase in academic research after
1986.
This impression is supported by three recent surveys of
theory in Australian historical archaeology by Godden
Macltay Logan (2000: 13-28), Paterson and Wilson (2000),
and Ireland (2001). While I have deep reservations about the
statistics that support the latter two analyses (primarily based
on disagreements about what constitutes 'theory' and their categorisation of the various domains of theorising), both surveys
point to a broadened and deepened engagement of Australian
historical archaeologists in this aspect of practice. Australian
research into the archaeology of households (Allison 1998),
ideology (Burlte 1999), consumption (Crook 20001, material
culture (Lawrence 1998) and ethnicity (Lydon 1999) has
expanded worlt in contact (see e.g. Murray 2002) and urban
archaeology to underpin a solid contribution to global historical archaeology (see Lawrence & Karsltens in press).

However pleasing these developments may be, they come
off a very low base, and their capacity to act as exemplars for
the field as a whole is constrained by continuing problems
with the building and articulation of theory, and with conflict
between the academic and heritage aspects of disciplinary
identity. Although there is a great deal more historical archaeology being done, the simple fact (acknowledged by everyone
in the field) is that by far the bulk of that activity occurs within
the heritage sector. This has been, of course, excellent news
for recent graduates seeking employment, and it surely must
be a contributing factor to the growth in student numbers. It is
not my purpose in this paper to investigate the vagaries of student demand or the peculiarities of academic archaeology, but
it worth observing that the centre of gravity in Australian historical archaeology decisively shifted to the heritage sector at
least a decade ago.
Certainly Murray and Allen (1986) now reads with a
slightly anaclironistic air, based as it was on the premise that
research is what academic archaeologists do, while heritage
archaeologists apply and extend it. The notion that such a rigid
division now need not reflect the reality of practice is made
manifest by the fact that mainstream academic publications
such as that by Mayne and Murray (2001) on tlie archaeology
of urban landscapes, and the research collected by Lawrence
and Karslcens (in press) comprise much work that had its origins in heritage archaeology. This is further supported by the
rise of Australian Research Council Linkage Scheme (formerly
SPIRT), research that has funded large industry collaborations
such as AWSANZ and EAMC, as well as increasing numbers
of postgraduate scholarships for industry-based projects.
Assessing the impact of this decisive shift has been made
easier by a recent frank exchange between Graham Connali
(1998) and Mackay and Karsltens (1999) over the nature of
publication in the field. For Connah archaeology is in a state
of crisis largely caused by the tension between 'archaeological
scholarship on the one hand, and archaeological consulting
and cultural resource management on the other' (1998: 3).
Noting previous arguments that research in Australian historical archaeology was not having much impact outside of the
narrow confines of the field (especially among Australian historians) Connah felt sure that he knew where the blame lay:
The problem, as I see it, is that in spite of an increasing
amount of archaeological activity, the body of published material in historical archaeology has remained
limited in both quantity and quality, so that its intellectual impact outside the discipline has been insufficient
to establish it as an area of scholarship meriting priority in academic appointments and other developments.
(1998: 5)
Maclcay and Karslcens (1999) firmly disagreed with just
about everything Connah had to say. Instead of crisis they saw
Australian historical archaeology as 'entering a most exciting
and fruitful phase' (1999: 110). The fact that things might be
croolc in the academic side of the field did not apply to the rest
of historical archaeology. 'The reality is that, now and in the
foreseeable future, consultancy work in historical archaeology
will receive great resources and generate more new research
than its academic counterpart'(l999: 110). Furthermore,
Mackay and Karskens confidently asserted that the 'future of
academic historical archaeology may well lie in large part
with cultural resources management' (1999: 110-1 11).
Connah's argument that the vast (and still increasing)
amount of grey literature created by heritage archaeology was
inhibiting the capacity of the field to grow and prosper was
rejected on two counts. First, the bulk of the papers published
in the Society's journal were sourced to heritage projects and
written by heritage practitioners, and second, as has often been
observed, many heritage reports are too restricted in scope to

warrant publication in mainstream journals. Maclcay and
Karsltens were also able to point to the substantial publication
that had arisen from the Cumberland and Gloucester Street
excavations in The Roclts (see Godden Mackay Logan &
Karslcens 1999, 2000). Tlie Roclts excavations also bolstered
an argument that ifAustralian historical archaeology was to be
talten seriously by say, historians, then the field had to:
. . .address important issues and questions, and it has to
approach and express them in accessible language. If
publication alone were to be the measure of the discipline, it is the quality not the quantity of the material
which should be the focus. (Mackay & Karslcens 1999:
111)
But their rebuttal of Connah's thesis does not stop there. In
their view historic,al archaeologists have to stop speaking just
to themselves, to embrace a wider pool of ideas and perspectives:
To provide material of quality, that is of importance
and relevance, historical archaeology must move outside itself, away from the intensive search for itself,
and loolt outwards. Not everyone is riveted by the 'difficulties facing archaeologists'; not every boolt or article should be focused on them. In some quarters
historical archaeology does have a tendency to be selfabsorbed, to ignore and shut out wider perspectives
and ideas, in a mistaken idea of 'scholarly rigour', or a
vague notion of 'developing the discipline'. Scholarly
rigour is, of course, essential, but if confused with
close-mindedness, and the obsessive patrolling of disciplinary 'boundaries', the effect is to paralyse the
whole enterprise. (1999: 111-1 12)
It is obviously crucial for historical archaeology to engage
with other disciplines and mainstream heritage issues of establishing and communicating the meanings and values of archaeological information. But the argument made by Allen and
myself 16 years ago still holds true, in the sense that the interests of historical archaeologists are not entirely coincident with
those of heritage practitioners, nor with the interests of practitioners of traditionally cognate disciplines. Notwithstanding
the very real benefits that can flow to historical archaeology
from engaging with a broader range of historical questions and
perspectives, we need to do this as archaeologists.
For this reason alone it is worth observing that asking
great questions is one thing, but providing convincing archaeological answers to them is quite another. That must be our
fundamental concern, because no matter how much interest is
shown in our data and perspectives by historians and others
(or indeed no matter how much interest we might show in
theirs), our fundamental responsibility is to make sense of
those data by ineans of archaeological theories and archaeological methodologies answering archaeological questions.
Active discussion of, and research into, the nature of those
theories and methodologies are at least as significant for our
field as debates about the sources of questions or interpretative
perspectives. Indeed the experience of working closely with
an urban historian during the analysis of 'Little Lon' clarified
for me the tremendous intellectual challenges posed by integrating the diverse data sets of historical archaeology. Both
Mayne and I sought to produce something that was greater
than the sum of the different data sets, developing an account
of 'Little Lon' where the archaeological data did more than
supplement a master historical narrative derived from the
analysis of written documents. As we have made clear (Murray & Mayne 2001 : 102-104) this is very much a work in
progress, which is being pursued in the EAMC project and in
our continuing involvement with Casselden Place.
By the same token it could well be that the cautions of
archaeologists about issues of data quality and levels of analy-

m~ghtbe seen by heritage managers as imped~ngthe busilless of successf~lllycomrnunlcat~ngthe significance of sites
or contexts to others If that point is leached then archaeolog~btshave to embrace the notion that they are not the oi11y
pl<iyers In the her~tagemarketplace and that no one has
nb\olute control over ~nterpretation T h ~ sis all the Inole
~mpoitantwhen we recognlse, as Mackay and Karsltens do,
t11~1ithe well-bemg of our profess~onis connected to its capac~ t yt o persuade others of its relevance, as well as its capacity to
do ~ ~ u ~ i larchaeology
ity
But t h ~ sdoes not by any means imply
t h ~ the
t vagarles of that mailtetplace should set the standards
of rc\earch in h~storicalarchaeology Speakmg of the methodology employed at the Cumberland Gloucester Street site
u hc.1e research design and a hierarchy of quest~onswere said
to be critical elements In dcvelop~ngillterpretation they
observed
We must continue to dev~se'm~d-range'questions and
,~pproaches-practical, worltable ways to relate the
m a l l things to the large enquiries The magic l ~ e sin
the engagement, the d~alogue,the sh~ftingbetween the
,ources, the moment when oiie source oi idea throws
new light upon another, shows it m a startlmgly new
perspective (1 999 113 )
.2u\tralian histor~calarchaeology has been part~cularly
wcll served by the publication program associated with the
C rlmberland and Gloucester Street site. Those involved summ~iriscdtheir achievement clearly and directly.
While on the surface this project simply 'met' the basic
requirements of historical archaeology in Australiainfor~ningothers of the results of important work, in
fact it far exceeded industry practice. Only a handful of
industry reports have been published in Australia and
none offer the coinplete set of artefact-analysts'
i.eports. Only one other popular book and one education kit about an archaeological site are available. The
rcsults of Inany excavations do not even reach historical or archaeological journals. To date, the Big Dig is
the only one with a long-tern coin~nitrneiltto the provision of public 'de1iverables'-that is, telling the story,
not just digging the dirt. (Godden Macltay Logan &
Kitrsltens 2000: 4)
45 a result of this pubhcat~onprogram we have far more
(letkillon the process of excavatlon, research and interpretation
'tt C'umbe~landand Gloucester Street than for any other herItngc prcyect in Australla Thus we can observe inore closely
e
described by Mackay and Karsltcns w d
the ~ i e ~ l t i vprocess
draw conclusions about the nature and extent of artlculat~on
and lntegrat~onbetwcen catalogued, but una~ialysedarchaeolog~c,~l
data, and the various Issues that excavatlon was
deslgnecl to explore. A detailed considerat~onof these matters
1s outside the scope of t h ~ spaper, but the model of theory
bu~ltiingoutllned by Macltay and Karsltens uilderscores how
v~t'ilit is that the theor~esand perspectives articulated 111
resc'ir c h design be evaluated aga~nstproperly analysed empir~ c tl'rta,
~ l especially ~fwe ale golng to be able to serve either
dc'rdcin~cor her~tage~ntei-ests.
rhus reaching new aud~encesand persuading them of the
\.due of historical aichaeology 1s not just a matte1 of addlng
interpretative and explanatory poss~b~lit~es-itis also
about malting them work T h ~ taslt
s is made all the inore difficult In Australian histoi~calarchaeology when we have so few
anLilysedsites and some real quest~onsabout data qual~tyIn
exl\tir~gcatalogues and databascs which are, together, such
imp01tmt foundations for assemblage-based analyses Crook,
L'iu I Lnce and Gibbs (2002) u s e f ~ ~ l lcanvass
y
inany of the
ls5uei I elated to databases but for our present purpose we need
to be clear that dolng reseaich in h~storicalaichaeology will
require high standards In the product~onof catalogues, and the

establishment of transparent guidelines to guarantee ininimurn
standards in both academic and heritage contexts. The brave
new dawn Macltay and Karsltens point to is, therefore, much
inore than spin, but it poses significant challenges to us.

RESEARCH AND THEORY IN CONTEMPORARY HISTORICAL ARCHAEOLOGY
The overt discussion of the role of research design in the practice of archaeology has spawned a vast, diffuse, and often contradictory literature. Flowing from the principle that the
questions aslted of a site or assemblage should relate meaningfully to methods of data recovery and a~ialysis(mediated by
methodology, or 'middle-range theory') it has been generally
agreed that good research design is the ltey to resolving several significant tensioils that inevitably arise from the archaeological process.
Chief among these tensions is the notion that excavation
(still a fundamental means by which archaeologists recover
information) involves the destruction of sites and contexts. Of
course it is true tliat inuch archaeological research can be (and
is being) done from the desktop, in the laboratory, or through
the use of non-invasive and non-destructive technologies.
Nonetheless the characterisation of the arcl~aeologicalrecord
as a 'non-renewable resource' that underwrote inuch early
work on research design in the 1960s and 1970s, is still
accepted in both the academic and heritage inanageinent
spheres of conteinporary archaeological practice.
Whatever the sphere of pract~ce,two fundamental arguments logically follow froill this acceptance. First, that
destruct~onof s~gnificantsites or features should only be sanctioned if ~tcan be demonstrated that an excavat~onwill materlally contribute to our lcnowledge of the site and its social and
cultural context however broadly or narrowly defined. Secneed to be cstabond, that forinal means of de~nonstrat~on
l~shed,whether these be broadly accepted standards of data
recovery, record~ngand analysis, or through clear methodological Iinlcs between data and the construction of Itnowledge
about the place (middle-range theory). Naturally these two
arguments, wh1c11 together encapsulate the significance of
research des~gn,have different ~mpactsdcpend~ngupon the
context of excavatlon.
In the case of pure academic research (which represents a
minute percentage of excavation events throughout most
western countries) the taslt of raising funds and gaining permission froin heritage managers is very difficult. Raising
funds for research projects requires coinpetition with other
projects and other investigators drawn from disciplines across
the Humanities and Social Sciences. Evaluation of projects is
extremely stringent and geared to the requirement that such
research (and the researchers who undertake it) is of international quality, and that the research creates new lcnowledge. In
recent years the inajor source of funds in Australia (The Australian Research Council) has only been able to fund approxiinately 24% of all applications. The success rate for historical
archaeology falls roughly within this average. Typically
research projects might last for a minilnuin of three years,
many a great deal longer. Notwithstandi~lgissues related to
funding, the approval process adopted by heritage managers
has to balance the benefits that might flow to society froin the
project
against the fact that the sites to be excavated are usually not under threat of development.
context has obv~ous
Excavation 111 a heritage ~nanagellle~lt
d~fferencesFund~ngis supplied by developeis, the qumtum
bemg established thiough negotiation between the del eloper,
the archaeologist and soinet~mesthe responsible management
authority The purpose of the excavatlon is to salvage infor~nation from a site that IS ( ~ the
n bulk of cases) to be destroyed as
, time
a result of development The selection of the s ~ t e the

frame of the work, and indeed the ltinds of archaeological
activities to be undertal<en (excavation, cataloguing, analysis
and reporting) are ultiinately either determined or constrained
by others. Of course there are ethical and professional standards that apply to the work of archaeologists in the heritage
context (as there are in the academic situation). It is widely
appreciated that the siinple retrieval of information does not
present the best outcome for a society that has to trade off heritage against the benefits of developinent.
Godden Macltay Logan Pty Ltd in a recent landniark
report Parranzatta Historical At*chaeologicalLandscape Management Stzidy (PHALMS) (2000) suniinarized this situation
well:
.. .most Aust'alia~l archaeologists-historical and prehistorical alike-recognise that the research design is a
useful tool in the best-practice recovery and interpretation of archaeology in Australia. It is a tool for ensuring that, as the record is destroyed, the data retrieved
will male a meaningful contribution to understanding
the past. The best place to start is wit11 questioils that
malte a meaningful contribution to current and relevant
research topics. (2001: 20)
The PHALMS approach, with its en~phasison establishing
research fra~neworltsthat integrate a diversity of historical disciplines while addressing questions that range from the purely
local to regional, national and illternatiotlal contexts, provides
a model for creating research designs. But creating research
designs is one thing, evaluating thein is quite another.
In the acadeinic context research designs are evaluated in
the grant application process and through the publication of
peer-reviewed research where the growth of laowledge is said
to be fostered through criticism and fearless analysis. Despite
some scepticisin there is no doubt that such evaluations actually occur. However a close analysis of the discourse of contemporary archaeological theory deinonstrates that this
process of formal evaluation through the publication and open
h
discussion of research findings is happening with i n ~ ~ cless
frequency. There are inany reasons for this, but perhaps the
one of greatest concern is a view (now quite popular ainong
adherents to a variety of relativist epistemologies) that the
value of theories and perspectives should not be judged on
their capacity to be verified or even assessed with respect to a
body of einpirical data. Thus an argument that a certain distribution of material culture is indicative of a certain social
process or structuring principle might well persist in certain
parts of the profession even when it might be logically invalid
or not supported by einpirical data. The impact of relativism
has exacerbated a declining coininitment to intense analyses
of artefact assemblages in acadeinic archaeology, because the
high cost and long time-frame of such analyses has been
thought by some to decrease chances of success with applications to grant bodies.
These are matters of serious concern in academic circles,
but they flow through into the realm of archaeological heritage
ma~iagementas well. Here research designs are rarely, if ever,
evaluated after coinpletion of archaeological investigations
because the capacity for empirical evaluation fi-equently does
not exist. Of course this does not inean that archaeologists
working in this context lack the skill or the knowledge to do so.
What they lack is money and time. In practice the very large
sums of inoney detailed analyses of major urban assemblages
require are rarely available, and heritage managers appear to be
content with a report and a catalogue that inay or inay not have
its quality assessed. Neither of these deliverables is in any way
a sufficient basis on which to evaluate the quality of research
designs (nor the theories that are their foundation), nor are they,
particularly in the case of large and complex sites, a sufficient
tnitigation of the impact of developinent.

On this basis it would not be too great ail exaggeration to
coiltend that In arcl~aeologicalheritage management the purpose of icsc,i~chdeslgn is to sometimes create a space where
\lte\ can be excavated and data gathered (often called
'I O ~ I c11
I 111 herltage archaeology) In a way that leaves the
t h c o ~ e t i ~ ullderplnnings
dl
of the research untouched by an
encountel n ~ t hthe empirical Allied wlth this is the often
lmplicit (but occasionally explicit) belief that 'future
rescarche~r'can undertake the task of analysis and, by extenslon, cbaluation The fact that if (by some mlracle) this were to
happen then the costs of such research are not borne by those
who made inoney froin the developments, or by those agencies who reem to insist that good heritage archaeology inust
talte place m ithin a research framework Leaving aside work
undertal<cn by self-funded students, the costs will have to be
borne by tlic Australian tax payer, who might be rightly forgiven for asltmg call qual~tyresearch be undeltalten in the
absence of analysis and explicit systems of evaluation Unfortunately the biutal truth 1s that such comprehensive analyses
are highly unlikely to occur due to an absence of funds and an
absence of wlll
Thus the increasing problems noted wit11 respect to the
abstractions of theoretical archaeology apply with even
greater force in archaeological heritage management. We are
now used to research designs asking questions that reflect
what is thought to be the cutting-edge of theoretical archaeology. Close analysis of those research designs demonstrates
that in many cases little or no chance of answering such questions exist, either because the appropriate methodolo,'Oies are
absent or they are so contested. Recalling Maclcay and
I<arsl<ens'point about the domination of research in Australia
by heritage archaeologists, it would seein that our capacity to
build theoiy through the evaluation of its use in archaeological
research designs is being seriously comproinised. It is also
worth recalling that a significant element of the PHALMS
approach, mandated by contemporary heritage practice in
NSW, is the use of themes and checl<liststhat show few signs
of any archaeological elaboratiol~or testing in the 16 years
since Allen and I discussed their manifest shortcomings (see
also Ireland 2001: 201-203). The PHALMS model explicitly
i~lcorporatesa review and assessment phase for these elements
of research design too, but its iinplementation and management is a matter for local councils and the relevant heritage
authority.
This is an entirely unhealthy situation. While docuinents
such as the PHALMS report espouse the virtues of research
design and regional research frameworks, and even innovate
by developing structures that build evaluation into the archaeological process, the fundnlg and management of such evaluations is still an open question Collaborative research between
academic and heritage inailagement archaeologists of the kind
that is happening with increasing frequency is one way of
demonstrating the benefit5 that might flow from using detailed
anal) 515 to close the circle from
archaeological and histo~~cal
and the p~oductionof a catalogue
iesearch design, cu~~ivation,
This can only be u\cful, but In the end the commitment to quality heritage archaeology mu\t lcad u\ to develop fundlng and
management btlL+tegIesthat w ~ l laddicsi these very serious
issues Th1\ I \ the ~ ~ o s r ~ othat
a d s\&ehd\e arrlved at in 2002,
where the ~n'ittet 1s not i ~ n ~ l ?about
l y theory or research design,
but about the capdclty of c l t h ~acddemlc
~
01 heritage archaeology to fulfil the potcntid~of ~ I \ ~ O I ILir~hdc~logy
L ~ ~
to make its
contrlbut~onto the histo1y of Auitl dlld 111 the inodern world

MOVING FORWARD
After h a ~ i n gidentified some. but hardly all, of the possibilities
pitfalls of contemporary placticc. 11 remains for me to
&etch an altei-native rnodel that cnight a i b ~ sus
l in doing better.

1 have mentioned in the brief discussion of the exchange
between Connali and Macltay and Karsltens that drawing rigid
distinctions between the academic and heritage sectors is
unnecessary and potentially harmful. It also does not reflect
contemporary practice where archaeologists are increasingly
working in both the acadeinic and heritage through formal collaborations such as at Camp Street, Ballarat (Murray et al.
7000). Although I concur with Connah's basic argument that
sound publication is essential for the well-being of the field, 1
also think that such publication should release the potential of
the field through quality research. The fact that so much of
\%hatpasses for research in our field is conducted in heritage
contexts maltes it absolutely vital that models of practice be
adopted that help us all to derive the maximum benefit from
such work.
In the previous section I argued that existing models of
practice were inimical to this process. Although standards
obviously differ from practitioner to practitioner, and fi-oin
agency to agency, it seeins fair to generalise and claiin that
standards of practice and evaluation should be subject to continuous improvement and assessment. I have already discussed
tht. iniportance of a regular evaluation of consultancy reports
~uldthe research designs that power them. In the acadeinic context this occurs through the grant and publication process, but
the extensive (and ongoing) publication of work at Cuinberlarrtl and Gloucester Street provides an example of how similar
strategies can be employed in heritage archaeology.
It 5eerns to me that we need to work on several fronts
\~n~~~lt~xneously,
and that the heritage bureaucracies and the
kev professional associations should lead the reform process
A< ( look et a1 (2002) have argued, we need to loolt very
lowly at the role of catalogues in the conduct of asseinblageb;ist.d ,malyses, and ernbrace the notion that such analyses are
the beclrock on whlch the quest~oi~s
posed by re5earch des~gns
,md the theoret~calframeworks they articulate, can be evalu'itelti.tl Recent experience with the EAMC project has made it
'~bwlutclyclear that heritage bureaucracies need to pay inuch
~ I o ~ attention
er
to the quality of the outcomes that are b e ~ n g
ach~cvedIn heritage archaeology, whether they be databases,
s ~ t calchives, or the curation of asse~nblages Certainly tlie
~'tp'ic~ty
of future archaeologists to undertalte research on
cwsting s ~ t e and
s collections 1s crit~callydependent on getting
t h t x in,itters right (or iinproving the qual~tyof what 1s there)
Obv~ouslythese reforms must have the support of heritage
pr,ictltloners, and the best way to galn this is through consultation and open dlscusslon of the current s~tuation Of course
thest refor~nswlll cost money, either because the coinplex~ty
of ~~it,ilogues
w ~ l lincrease, analyses will have to be more
directlv linlted to answering quest~onsposed by research
dz\igilc, reports and research proposals will need to be inore
str~niientlyevaluated, or storage of site assemblages and site
aich~veswill have to be closely mon~toredby heritage bureauuaclt., The need for funding, and concoin~tantchanges in
inotlui of practice, will provide all of us (not just the heritage
bure'tulcracies) with some challenges, but I t h ~ n kthat creative
solllt~onswill spling from ~nfornledand open d~scussionCerlalnl) we can ponit to the London Archaeolog~calArch~veand
Rev-arch Centre (LAARC) recently established by the
Mustuin of London as a benchmark in this element of our
Plactice (www museum-loiidon org ukllaarclnewlinfomenu
'lsp )
O f course we can choose to ignore the current situation
m d to :~llowthe probleins that I have identified to persist. But
wh~lttl.i~\inlght serve to inake some of our lives easier m the

short-term, ~tw ~ l eventually
l
lead to a degradation in the value
of our discipline, to say nothing of the archaeological
re sou^^ e\ we are ethically bound to enhance and protect
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